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THE TWISTED CUBIC 

(Minor Thesis of C.F. Roos, the Rice Institute) 

Th^ lu* ifo Lefined: Although there are many different ways of de¬ 

fining a twisted cubic , both geometrically and analytically we shall 

choose one definition and consider all other definitions as theorems 

based on this definition. The definition which we shall ohoose is the 

following analytic one: 

^ twisted cubic is the locus of a point un ose coorlinates 

are proportional to cubic functi ns of a sin le i araireter .In hot o- 

L,enuU3 coor inatea «ye have 

x:y:z:t — : b^. ; c£ :d^_ ««hero 

a^, 5 1 «W 9 w t ba”&■ V a" ' and b^ , oe 4^ are given by simi¬ 

lar e pr^ siens. 

It is assumed that the four 0- functions are linearly inde¬ 

pendent for otherwise the coordinates of any point of the locus would 

satisfy a linear relation such as Ax By Cz Dt =- 0 and the locus 

would therefore be a plane cubic* 

It is well known that if ,b& , ce , d^ are quadratic 

functions of B* the resulting locûs is a conic. 

Relati n of iwisted Cubic to Tetrahedron: A uni iue t, «is ud eu ic 

e n be Ira. n thr-ujti six rbitr y points. 

Let us choose as four of the points the vertices X,Y,Z,T 

of a tetrahedron of reference and let. , Y , £ be the 

values of the parameterat these respective points. 

0 o» "X (0«oO 
Now since we desire 0 = V- to make y ~z =t= 0 we trust have 
* IJ ^ rT - 

(0 - V") a factor<^b^ , , and dp. .Also (0-(3) must 

be a factor of a! 

'9 

* » 
(G-Y) a factor of a® , bp >dl> 

(8 -&) a factor of , b£ , Cp. We have then the following equations 
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= (&*£)( £->)(&- %) a 

b® = î) b 

o3e 4 (&-*)(e-_(5)(e- %) o 

d3b-r (P-^)(&-|3)(&*-r) d 

amfctric equations of the curve are 
a ' b 

and hence by definition the par- 

c d 
x : y j :z x t - e-v. : 9-r fr-S where a, b , 

c , d are constants yet to be determined • In order to determine these 

constants it is neoessary to impose the conditions that the curve pass 

through two other points aay Py and P^, Let the values of the parameters 

associated with these points be 0 and oo respectively* Then 
abed 

, : y, î *, • tÿs : p î v : S, 

b ; os d ** * y* * z* t - a 1 

and 

so that 

<* : x v : S ‘ x^/x^x y^/y x zj.z^x t^/t^ and therefore the 

parametric equations are 

x : y : z : t ~ KB- 

where <= ~ tv/e. and is an arbitrary constant 

determined when the parameter 0 'is associated with any arbitrary point 

of the curvô* Thus by altering the scales of measurement we can write 

« — ■ JU , _L . ' • e-v e>-s x : y : .« ! t * 

3. Theorem : By a special choice of the tetrahedron of reference 

the parauetrli equations of the twisted cubic can be written: 

. x : y : z : t = G3 : ©S : © : l/3 

From the definition we have 

a ©3 4 3 a' ©2 4 3 a" © 4 a" * = (° x 

d ©3 4 3 d* ©2 4 3 d" © 4 d"* e: t. 

Now since . ...d^are linearly independent we can solve these 

four equations for G3 , G2 , © , 1 and get 
«2 g 

G° : © : © :1 — Ax 4 By 4 Cz-4 ,Dt ,:An,x 4 B"'y * C"'z 4 Dw,t 

where A1 >B
i , C1 , D* are functions of a...a"', b...b"' c*..C"' ... 

dL-A” 
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If then we choose the tetrahedron of reference as the one having 

for its faces the planes Ax 4 By 4-Cz 4 D t= 0 etc* the equation of 

the twisted cubic can be written in the form 
* 

x : y : z : t = ©3 : 9* : © : 1/3 • 

It is customary to write 1 instead Of 1/3 but the reason for intro¬ 

ducing this coefficient will be obvious in a later article* 

Casallaries: The following results are an immediate oonsequence of 

this theorem. 

(1) .The vertices X and T of the tetrahedron are points of 

the curve biven by © ** 00 , 0 

(2) The plane x=-0 cuts the curve in points given by © =• 0 

and is therefore the osculating plane at T. 

(3) The plane y = 0 cuts the curve a* X ( © =<*) and in two 

other points coincident idth T( © -=-0) and is therefore the plane thru 

X and the tangent to the curve at T. 

(4) The plane zzO is the plane thru T and the tangent to 

the curve at X. 

(5) The plane t =0 is the osculating plane at X. 

(6) The vertex Y is the point in which the tangent at X 

meets the osculating plane at T • 

(?) «y'he vertex Z is the ioint in which the tangent at T 

meets the osculating plane at X. 

(8) The twiste. cubic is the locus of intersections of 

corresponding planes of the three protective pencils given by x/yr:© 

y/z=-6 , z/t —39 , the axes of the pencils being the tangents at X 

and T and the chord XT. 

4 . Theorem: If the plane X(x 4 Y,y t Z(z t T^t s0 is the osculating 

plane at any point © of he twistet cubic then the plane coordinates 

are given by X : Y : Z : T » l/3 : - © : ©2 : - ©S 
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The plane Xt x -t Y, y ■* Z^z -t T,t —0 cuts the twisted cubic in three 

points whose parametars3 are given by the roots of the cubic 

X^©3 tï,62tZ(9 ï-T, /3=0 

If ue call these three values of © , (X,, , bi, we have 
S3 3 ’ ** 3 

X : Y î Z : T •=. 1:- 2ÿ-c : 80 that the eciua” 
1
 ' 

11
 it > 

3 

t-ionof the plane thru these three points is 
1 3 

x - y + z / c*i*.j - 3t^;^3=-0 

If this planeis to be the osculating plane = ** ■*.= = © 

and henoe the equation of the osculating plane is 

x/3 - y 9 t z G2 - H2: 0 t and the proportions given in the statement 

of the theorem follow* 

Corallary: Any three osculating planes meet in a point coplanar *iith 

their points of osculation. 

Consider any point P0 having coordinates x0, y© » z0 , tQ . 

There will be three values of © say 9^, ©x,©3for which 

(i) x0/3 - y0 Ô + Z0 s
2 - tD o. 

The plane thru these points of osculation (whose parameters are © ,©»©_) 

is by the preceding theorem given by 

x " y§lei + z^9i6j r 3t G* G*A - 0 

Since ©.,©„, ©«.are the roots of (1) it is evident that this 

last equation reduces to tQx - z0y * y0z - x0t » 0 whiah is true 

for the point PQ . 

Definition:A twisted cubic is the curve osculated by planes whose co- 

. ordinates are proportional to cubic functions of a parameter. 

This is evident from the jlefinitionlgiven-tip.artiole 1 and 

the fact that any property of the twisted cubic leads to a correlative 

property* 

5. Classification of Twistel Cubics: 

•phe plane at infinity meets a twisted cubic in three points by 
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the theorem of article 4* If the infinity points of the curve are: 

(1) All real and distinct , the curve is called a cubical hyper¬ 

bola 
(2) One real and two imaginary , the'curve is called a cubical 

ellipse. 
(3) . One real and two coincident, the curve is called a cubical 

hyperbolic paratcla. 

(4), All coincident , the curve is called a cubical parabola. 

Each of these cublcs(wJios9^projective properties are the same) 

will be discussed to a greater or less degree in later paragraphs 

by the use of flartesian coordinates. 

The above classification is due to Seydewitz according to 

Cremona* (See Crelle Vol. 58) 

6. Theorem: A unique *uadric surface can be drawn thru a +wi3ted 

cubie ana any two arbitrary points. 

The equation of-any quadric surface can be written in the 

symmetrical form ^ a^ %ÿ= 0 where a^rta^ . -por brevity in 

notation we have written x - x , y -x , z - x. t x. 
t • * * j f 

Now if this quadric contains the point (ô^, 92, © ,• 1/3) 

for all values of $ it must be an identity in 9 and hence it is neces¬ 

sary that a^a-a„-a=0 and 
n ix *s *ff 

a. 4- 2a — 0 , 3a + 2a = 0 

a + 3a - 0 and therefore the equation 

of any such quadric can be written in the form 

A (zx - y3) + B(Sxt - yz) f C (3yt - z3) =■ 0 • It is 

evident that two other points are necessary and sufficient to determine 

A , B , C and therefore uniquely determine the quadric surface* 

Corailary : If s , s' , s" are any thre^ linearly independent quadrics 

thrdi the tmisted cubic any other quadric thru the curve is given by 

ks 4 k's* kns" :=• 0 

Corailary : The coordinates of the vertex of the quadric cone project— 
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x : y ; z ; t -BO :-B* :AB :-Afc • the tffistea cubic are 

The coordinates of the vertex of a cone are given by 

j£or in this case n>* - ^ tr T*- ° 

Az ■* 3Bt - 0 , -2Ay - Bz ■* 3Ct - 0 , Ax - By-2Gz=0 , B* ■* Cy - 0. 

These four equations are consistent if and only if the**" 

2 
natri® is of rank three . This requires that B - AC =. O.The coordi¬ 

nates of the vertex are then ffcund to be those given in the statement. 

Corailary : Any quadric cone circurrscribihg the curve tu s i+s vertex 

'on the curve. 
2 

For write B/A = -9 , and C/A - 9 and the coordinates of 

the vertex are x : y : z : t =. O'* : 92 : 9 : l/3. 

Corailary : The equaticn cf the qualric cone projectin the twisted ' 

cubic fror the point with parameter 9 is (zx-y2)-©(3xt-yz)-*9*(£yt-zc)^ 0 

This follows immediately from the above corallary and the 

theorem of this paragraph. 

Corallary; The equation rf the +ang-nt plane to this cone along the 

generator thru the point of the curve with parameter $ is 

x - (9 + 2$)y * <|($ 29)z - 39^2t '0 

Corallsry: The equation of the osculating plane is given by 

x/3 - 9y + 9*z - ©3t -0 

This follows from the above corallary by putting 9 ~ (j> • 

7. Theorem : Associated with any circumscribing quadric there is an 

involution of points on the cubic such that chords joining correspond¬ 

ing points are generators of the quadric . 

Let the ends of the chordeof the cubic have parameters 

9 and . By the preceding theorem these points lie on the quadric 

A(zx - y2) + B(3xt - yz) -4 C(3yt - z2)=. 0 which circumscribes the 

cubic for all values of A , B , C. Furthermore this chord 9 § is a gen¬ 

erator of the quadric if a third point linearly dependent on 9 and (Ç 
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say ( ©3 - ©2 - <£2, 0 - 0) also lies on the quadric. The con¬ 

dition for this reduces to the involution A9<^ 4 B (© 4 ^ C — 0. 

Corailary: The tangents to the curve at the double points of the in- 

volution have parameters given by the equation A©* 4 2B9 -y C — 0 . 

Corallary: The parameters of the ends of the chord which is the common 

generator of two circumscribing quadrics A(zx-y3) 4 B(2xt-yz)4C(3yt-z2):0 

and A'(zx-y2) 4 B'(3xt-yz) f C'(3yt-z2)- 0 are roots of the-quadrat¬ 

ic 0* -9 1 
C B A * 0. 
O' B* A' 
If the two quadrics are to have a common chord whose end points 

are points of an involution (see theorem) then we must have 

A©^ 4 B(© + ty) 4 C =.0 and A'©ty 4 B'(© 4 ty) 4 C^ 0 , and 

therefore © and <J| are roots of the determinant given* 

Corallary : She involution is degenerate if +he circumccribing quadric 

is a cone whose vertex is at the point of the curve with parameter ©0• 

The involution is degenerate since all the points of thè 

curve are paired with 0Q .This requires that (© - ©0) be a factor of 

A©j) 4 B(© f 0) 4 C and therefore A©0 { B-0 and B©0 4-C-O * 

Corallary: The equation of the quadric cone projecting the curve from 

©0 is ©
2 (3yt - z*) - ©0 (3xt -yc) 4 (zx - y^) 

Note: This result was obtained in a different way(Corallary 

4 of article 6). 

Corallary: The parameters ©0 of the ends of the unique chord thru a 

point P (x,y,z,t) are given by ©£ (3yt - z2) - ©0(3xt-yz) 4-(ax-y
s)='0 

Coraliayy: The equation of the surface generated by the tangents to 

a twiateJ cubic is (3xt - yz)2 - 4(zx - ys)(3yt - z6) •= 0 . 

This is the condition that the quadratic given in the pre¬ 

ceding corallary have equal roots i.e. that the ends of the chord thru 

P be coincident. 

Coralary: The tangent plane& of this surface are the osculating planes 
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cf the twisted cubic. 

If we express the condition that the cubic in 0 

t© - z© -ty© - x/3 — 0 have equal roots we obtain the equation 

of the surface given as the surface generated by the tangents* 

8. Theorem: A twisted cubic is the residual intersection*of two quad¬ 

rics with a common Oenerator. 

Let us consider the case in whthh both quadrics are cones. 

Take two of the vertices X,T of the tetrahedron of reference at the 

vertices of the cones and let Y,Z be any twfc points on their curve of 

intersection. 

Now the two curves have XY,XZ,XT,a.n$ T$7TY,TZ respectively 

as generators and hence their equations can be written in the forms 

f yz t vyt + wzt - 0 

f*yz * g*23t + h'xy- 0 
f e 

then x:y:z:t — - g* -fh'© î 9 : 1 :  „ 
w -v v© 

If we take y/z —9 as parameter 

f© 

These equations show thw residual intersection as a twisted cubic, un¬ 

less w/v^g'/k* in which case the cones $ouch along +heir common gener¬ 

ator and have a conic as their residual intersection. If ©=; - g*/k* 

the corresponding point of the curve is X and the value - w/v of . the 

parameter gives the point T , so that the common generator is a chord 

of the cubic and the vertices of the cone^are the ends of the chord* 

Corallary : A unique twisted cubic can be drawn thru six poin4s P( .. .P^ 

For determine a quadric cone with vertex P^ containing 

and another with vertex P^containing P(  P^_(see also paragraph 2) 

Corallary : There is a unique twisted cubic touching three given lines 

at three given ioints. 
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For letX^^k^be three lines and P^ , Px ,P3 the respective points. 

There is a unique quadric cone which has P^ as vertex h v as generator 

and touches the planes P,A^ jP^ along P^ P^and P^ P^respectively. 

Thid cone contains the twisted cubic which is therefore the com¬ 

mon curve of this cone and the two corresponding cones with their ver¬ 

tices at P_ and P_, 
by 

Corallary: A twisted cubic is the curve osculateJ +he common tangent 

planes of two quadrics with a common generator. 

fhis is obtained correlatively from the above. 

9.Theorem: A twisted cubic is the locus of points of intersection of 

corresponding planes in three homographie pencils of planes . 

Take the equations of the three pencils to be 

p -t kq = 0 , p1 ■¥ k,q,s= 0 , p" k"q" - 0 where k , k' , k" 

are parameters such that every tko are related homographically • The 

coordinates' of the common point found by solving the three linear equa¬ 

tions for x:y:z:t are proportional to cubic functions of any one of 

the parameters k , k* , kw and hence the locus is a twisted cubic. 

Correlative : A twisted cubic is the curve osculated by the planes 

thru corresponding points of any three homographie ranges. 

Theorem : A twisted cubic is the loous of the points of intersection of 

correspond! tg lines in two homographie bundles of lines. 

In general two corresponding lines will not meet, Sut if 

the vertices of the bundles are P and P* it is known that the lines 

thru P which meet their corresponding lines generate a quadric cone 

which contains P*; the lines thru P* which meet their corresponding 

lines generate a quadric cone which contains P . The required locus is 

therefore the residual intersection of two quadric cones with a common 

generator. 

9. The line h with coordinates (l,m,n,E,M,M) meets th e twisted cubic 
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if Ô4 ; ^ ! S2 : 6 : 1 = A : B : C :D : E where As:31N - M2 4 NL , 

B*UI4 3mN , C ^ 3nN - l2 , D =£. - 3(mL 4- nM) and 

£ •=- 9(nl - m2 t l/3 nL) • 

The line )v is the intersection of any two of the jifcanes given 

by thl equations ny - mz * Lt ■=• 0 (1) 
lz - nx -V Mt ~ 0 (2) 
mx - ly -t- Nt ■* 0 (3) 
Lx + My 4 Nz = 0 (4) 

The line will meet the curve in the point with parameter © , if © can 

be found to satisfy simultaneously any two of the four above equations 
« O 

when we write x:y:z:t n ©3:© :© jl/3 

From the first and fourth we obtain 

92:© :1 — LM •+• 3mN : 3nN - L2*: -3(mL 4 nM) • If we use the re¬ 

lation 1L 4 mM 4 nN =• 0 the second gives 6^-=r ~ M.2. ±. J»k)— 
6 -3(mL -f nM ) 

and the third gives l/© = •?-£!- -T-3ra2,..4- nL • 
— 3(mL nM) 

Corailary: The condition that a line X should meet a twist-d cubic i€ 

F = 1/3 L*5 - 1L2 - 3(1 -V L)nN 4 3m2N 4 nM2 0. 

This is found by eliminating © from the above equaAchs. We have 

AC - -3NF î AD - BC = 3MF , AE - BD~ -91F 
BD - 0s =, -3LF BE - CD=-9mF , CE - fl2= -9nF and therefore 

the required condition is FrO* 

Definition: A complex is a system of lines satisfying one condition,that 

is,the coordinates are connected by a single relation. The degree of the 

complex is the degree of this algebraic equation* 

Corallary: Lines meeting the twisted cubic are rays of a cubic complex. 

This is obvious from the condition F-=-0. 

Corallary: The chor s of a triste 1 ctbic are rays of the five quadrat¬ 

ic complexes whose eqi ations are A=0, B-0, C-'-O , D'O , E- 0. 

If X is a chord of the cubic theequations (l).-..(4) are sat¬ 

isfied simultaneously by the same two values of 9 and the equations 

4 3 2 © :© :9 :© :1 A:B:C:D:E are indeterminate. 

Corallary: There are 00 ^quadrd.tic complexes containing the chords of 
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the twisted cubic. 

The equation of the most general quadratic complex contain¬ 

ing the chords is a linear multiple of the five equations given above 

and can therefore be written in the form aA 4 faB 4eC 4 dD -t-eEc.0 

where a,b,c,d,e, are arbitrary constants. This id found by writing 

the most general complex containing 21 terms and finding the condition 
2 that it may contain all the chords by substituting l^M - NL 

, TM TL2 3N 
B r - , n * an<1 resulting quadratic in L,M,N 

an identical zero. 
T10. Theorem: The planes thru any four fixed points of a tivisted cubic 

and any variaole chord form a pencil whose cross ratio* is equal to 

that of hhe four fixed points ( by the cruss ratio of^our point ona 

twisted cubic we mean the cross ratio of the four parameters of these 

points). 
The plane P = X,x 4 Y.y 4-Z £4 T.t ^ 0 cuts the cu- > 1 t 1 1 

bic in three points whose parameters are given bp the equation 

Xj©3 4~Y,©2 4 Z,© 4-T /3-0 . If we call these par¬ 

ameters 0^,^ then X :Y :Z :T/3 ■=• 1 : - Z« : Zf3y' • ” so 

that the equation of the plane thru the threee points with parameters 

is x - y 2s*> + z 2^^ “ r - 0. 

If we consider the points fixed whiles is variable 

we get a pencil of planes determined by the homographie parameter V. 

Since V is a homographie parameter the cross ratio ofl phe four planea 

thru the chord and the points is independent of the 

chord 

Definition: A tetrahedral complex is the totality of lines mhose in¬ 

tersections ni+.h the planes of a tetrahedron have a given cress ratio. 

Corallary: All chords of the twisted cubic are rays of the tetrahedral 

complex of the tetrahedron whose vertices a^e at any four aroitrary 

points v()fv^^and the cross ratio associated with the tat race irai 

complex is (Y^VVV^) • 
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By the above theorem the pencil of planes thru the chord *|3and 
♦ 

the vertices Y, <vVHOf the tetrahedron have a cross ratio (f, yv/svy ) 

independent of the c^ord o>p , By a theorem due to Staudt this cross 

ratio is the same as the cross ratio of the points of intersection of 

trffS with the planes of the tetrahedron* 
'ire 

Corallary: The tangents to the twisted cubic/grays of a tetrahedral com¬ 

plex. 

Définiti^p: A curve of a complex is a curve whose tangents determine 

a constant cross ratio with the tetrahedron. 

Corallary: Every cone of tetrahedral complexes contains besides0»com¬ 

plex lines only curves of the complex and these curves are the 
4 

twisted cubic3 which pass thru the/\yertices of the tetrahedron and 

thru the vertex of the cone. 
v 

Corallary : the chords of the twisted cubic belong to 00 tetrahedral 

complexes. 

Corallary: The quadratic complex containg the chords of the twisted 

cubic as rays is the tetrahedral complexassociated with the tetrahedrcn 

A <5 

whose vertices are ^iven by aô t bd -V cd" + dd * e =0. 

Any quadratic complex containing all the chords of the cub¬ 

ic has an equation of the form aA -t bB t oC dD -v eE = 0. The rest 

of the proof follows from theorem 9* 

Definition: In the case of the linear complex +he lines thru a fixed 

point lie in a plane called the polar plane or nul plane of that point 

and those lying in a fixed plane pas3 thru a point called the nul point 

or pole of the plane . If the nul plane of A pass thru B then the nul 

plane of B wil pass thru A, i.e. the nul planes of all points on one 

line 1^ pass thru another line 1^* The relation between 1^ and 1^ is 

reciprocal. 

Vo3s1 Theorem: There is an infinite number of twisted cubics touch- 

inu four given lines. 
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Since a cubic can be made to satisfy twelve conditions it might be 

supposed that a finite number -puld be drawn to touch fou given lines 

but this is not the case. For suppose one such can be drawn, then its 

reciprocal with respect to any linear complex containing the four 

lines is a curve of the third class , i. e. another twistedcubic 

touohing the same four lines which are unaltered in the^prooesa of 

reciprocation. But there is an infintie number of complexes containing 

the four lines and therefore there is an infinite number of cubios * 

touching the four lines • The problem is poristio* 

Theorem: A system of tetrahelra whose vertices lie on one twisted cubic 
their 

• can be found such that 1XX faces osculate another twisted cubia. 

A proof of this theorem is found in The Twisted Cubic , 

by P.W. Woods* 

11. Eixon’s Theorem: If four lines are tangents to any twisted cubic 

then <*/cubiC8 can be found having them as tangents. 

Consider the tangents at four points of the curve given by 
o ® \ 

x:y:z:t: - 9°: 9" :9 : 1/3 and call theset^tangents Â, 

such that Ajis the tangent at 9, etfl* The coordinate's of the tangents 

are given by the set of equations v “a ^ ' 

Let w12— 0 be ■fclie condition that lines A, and intersect then 

w12 ^ 29?9|. - 4/3 (9?9_^ 9^) ^l/3 (9^ -V 94) ^ l/3 (9^ - 9j4 with 

similar values for w^j , w14 ... etc. 

Hence from the identity 

©*)(©,- ©H) t (©s- ©,)(©^ 0) * (9,- 9^) (9^- ©J ~ 0 we 

have (w03»^i4)^ t (w3i*ff24)* ^ (w12,w34^— 0* as a condition to be 

satisfied by the coordinates of any four tangents to the twisted cubic. 

It follows therefore that four lined can not be chosen arbitrarily as 

tangents to a twisted cubic.The problem is poristio: if the four lines 

are tangents to any twisted oubio, then “«'cubios can be found haying 
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them as tangents* 

12. Theorem: There a unique gore»» havin g the tangents of the 

twisted cubic included among its rays. 

The coordinates of the tangent at the point with param¬ 

eter Ô are proportional to the second order determinants formed from 
I ©3 ©* 9 l/3| and are therefore given by 

the array 30s 29 1 0 

equations (l) of the preceding paragraph. Now there is only one linear 

relation L - Is 0 connecting the coordinates of a tangent and L - ltiO 

is therefore a unique screw. 

lorallary : Any line in space is met by four tangents to the twisted 

cubic. 

Corailary: The equation of the polar plane of any point Po withf re¬ 

spect to the screw is ttfx - z0y + y0 z - x6t — 0. 

Corallary: The pole of any plane is the common point of the three 

osculating planes at the three points where the plane meets the cubic. 

The above plane contains the three points, whose oscu¬ 

lating planes pass thru P0 , as can be seen by comparing with the equa¬ 

tion given in the corallary on page 4. 

Corallary : The tangents are rays if the tetrahedral complex given 

by 1L/3 - - mil/4 x nH " 

This oan be eeadily verified by substitution. 

13. Relation of The Twisted Cubic to the Algebra of Invariants. 

In "Darstellung binarer Formen auf der cubischen Raum- 

curve" , Sturm gives the following method for building up invariants 

of two forms: Let Un and be two binary forms of the n th and 

i th orders Un sr aexf (J)a|x{1“'1X£‘ >  

V± =. bgx1 -h   

In Vi replace the variables xt and x^ by the differential symbols 

X _ 1L 
K. , _ .Un "d 
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ani operate on Un thus getting a form Wn-i $ which reduces to a oonstant 

if isn . If we set o^s- a^b^ - (lîa^i * <i> ak*2 bi-2   

then Wn_1 - c0 xj1-1 - (n;[1)cix|
n“i“1‘>V* If iin *hen w

n-i
= °0 

Definition: Two binary form3 of the same ori^r are slid to be apolar 

when the „oint invariant uirhich is linear in the coefficients of bo+h 

is zero , thus Un and Vn are apolar if cQ-=- a0bn - (£) a,bn_^ * c 0. 

Note: General theorems relating to apolarity will be assumed to be gen¬ 

erally known and no proof will therefore be given, such theorems include; 

(1) If f be apolar to each of the forms , Cfx... it is apolar to 

o.cj), 4* ov$v4 • »••+ onf where are constants. 

(2) f is apolar to the nth power^of any one of its linear factors, 

and these determine the only nth powers apolar to f. 

(3) In general when a form has a linear factor of multiplicity r 

it is apolar to any form containing that factor (n - r f ~l) times 

and among thase apolar forms it is possible to ohoose r which are lin¬ 

early independent. 
(•> Given three linearly independent cubics there is one form apo¬ 

lar to each of them , and if its factors be all different each of the 

given cubics can be expressed as a linear combination of the same three 

cubes , e.g. the cubes of the factors of the apolar cubic. 

Theorem: hvery line in space is me-*- by four tangents to the twisted 

cubic. 
By definition the twisted cubic can be written f 

x=ra09? 4 3a,e,2eHr 3ax©( ©2 4 as©3 _ a^3 = f 

ybQ=<? * z=°lrs£lc» * dg-= S' 
Now the plane x^x t J, 7 + Z,z t T, tc 0 meets this curve in 

three points • To every twisted cubic there corresponds a plane and con¬ 

versely. 
The planes passing thru a fixed line L correspondu 
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to cubics of the form \Ct 4 where At and A* are variable numbers. 

Now th«i Jacobian of two members A,C, •+ and /SC, 4of this 

pencil of oubics is J •= (A/V" ) (0, 0%) where (C, C a) is the Jacobian 

of 0 and C . 
If the cubio A,C ^ + K0Xhave a double factor this oocurs 

\ ^c« ^ \ ^ x \ 'bQ"L 

in the Jacobian , sinoe it oocurs in both A, *FV, *x'Tyl , and *• **■ 

Now the discriminant D* a'd% 4ao3 - 6abcd 4 4b'd -3b* 0^ 

of a cubio is of degree four . «phere are therefore only four members of 

the pencil which have a double factor and therefore the Jacobian of the 

forms contains the four double factors and no others . 

But if a cubic ^,0^ 4\.Cvhave a double factor the corree 

sponding plane touches the curve, and hence thru a given line four places 

can be drawn touching the twisted cubic and their points of contaot are 

given by Jig 0. 

Theorem: The coordinates of the tangents to the twisted cubic at the 

point whose parameter is 9 are given by p :p :p :p :p :p r 
r 11. u ÎI 

9 :92:-29,3:392:29:l 

Note : In the following proof I take xjy;z;ts-92:92:9:l. 

Now thar coordinates of the line joining the points given 

by xA and x£ are pilc = x^x^ - x^x^ • If and x£ are the coordinates 

of points on the twisted cubio then by aotual calculation 

p :p :p :p :p :p = 929? :99,î-S9*(0-9,)î©2-©ô,-ô^:©-0,î1. 
%0%m *1 I'f 'X'f 

If 9-^9’ we get the coordinates of the tangent at 9*. 

Definition : Suppose P is the null poin-6 of the planelTand ll ‘the null 

plana of P with regard to a linear complex. This correspondence between 

points and plane 1 of space is called a null system or null polarity» 

Theorem: The planes of all +he forms of the +hird grale apolar to Ü go 

thru the point <f intersection of the osculating planes at 9,9v9,jî and 

also thru the pole of the plane U i 1 the null system N which is associa¬ 

ted with the twisted cubic. 
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Here as before it is convenient to take the equation of the twist- 

ed cubic as defined by x:y:z:t s S’5:© :0:1 • 

Any binary form of the third order U= ax3V 3bxsx 4 3cx x2 4 dx3 

corresponds to a plane U* r ax 43by * 3ox t it *0 for 

Let ©j , ©x, ©^ the roots of U also be the parameters of three 

points on the twisted cubic. Then by the theorem of paragraph 4 , the 

plane D' is the plane thru the three points ©^ ,9^0^ • 

By theorems 1,2,3 of this paragraph the form of the thi^d order 

apolar to Ü has the form f = A[x - 9, xa)
3* *%(x% - 0xxx)

3* ~ 
3 ^ 

Now (x, - Ô, x^) corresponds to the osculating plane thrill ©,, 

3 
( x, - © x. ) to the osculating plane at ©,. eto# 

We can therefore conclude that the planes 

f -(A,***4A,)x - 3 (©,A,+©^ 40,\>)y ♦ 3(©^, «V ©fM-O^z - (©3A,4 ©\+ %3^t 

of the cubic form f apolar to U go thru the intersections of the oscu¬ 

lating planes at Ô,, ©x, ©s. 

For the second part we have. 

The coordinates of the null point of U' must satify the equations 

X — 3 e^y 4 3©fz - ©ft - 0 23 
P 3 and x - 3 9,y 4 3 ©*z - 9,t-= 0 

x - 3 6xy V 3©*z - ©tt = 0 
3 

Now since ©,, ©x, ©3 also satisfy U-0 we obtain on comparing coef¬ 

ficients x:y:z:t c d :-o:bt-a. as the coordinates of the null 

point. 

Theorem: The Hessian points belonging to a point triple Ü are the 

points- on the cubic of the chord which pases thru the null p^int odl 

of the plane U'*, 

The Hessian of U has the form 

H s: (ao - bS) x^ 4 (ad - bo)xy f(bd - c^) y2 and is the only 

form of the second order which is apolar to D. The polar of the two 

points of H with respect to the form U is indeterminate • 

The line joining the two points of H goes thru the nul point of U 
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Theorem: If J be the covariant of the third order of the form U , then 

tha planes J' and U' which pass thru the intersection of two osculating 

planee form an involution whose double elements are the osculating 

planes at the Hessian points of all accompanying point triples. 

Now J (a2d - 3abc - 2b3)x3 - 3(abd - b2o - 2ao^)x^y 

-3(2bSd - acd - bc2)xy - (3bcd - ad2 - 2c3)y3 . 

We have already given the quantities D and H. Now Clebsch showed 
A O - 

that J - D Ü - 4 H3 and if , are the linear factors of 

H then J and DU • 

Every point of U corresponds to a point of the accompanying J 
harmonically 

which separates this point (of u) from the other twonpoints of U. 

For a proof of this statement see Sturm already cited page 125. 

These three point doubles form an involution with the Hessian pointé 

as double points.Every additional pair of the plane involution furnishes 

three additional pairs of this point involution. It .is well known that 

the point doubles of the first polar of all points with respect to U 

form an involution* This is identical with the one, just now given, for 

the point of the first polar of one of the Hessian unites with the 

other, or the first polar of one of the three points of U consists of 

this point and the points which separate harmonically the other two 

points of U; it aJ.so contains the corresponding point of J. Therefore 

for both involutions the double points of both are proven common to the 

other two pair* 

14. Every chord of the twisted cubic which passes thru the line.of. in¬ 

tersection of the osculatory plane at a point,(a) of a twisted cubic 

with the plane which cut s this curve at (a) and is tangent at another 

point (b) , ismet harmonically by a second line which is the intersec¬ 

tion of the osculating plane at (b) with the plane cutting the curve at 

(b) and tangent at (a). 
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Cremona states the above theorem without proof in his article in 

Crelle. 

Corailary: If one of +he lines in questio t falls at infinity the 

chord is bisected by the Other line. 

15. Theorem : Line- joining. six points of any twisted cuius to any 

seventh line are edge.s of a luadric cone. 

whose vertex is a point on the curve is of degree m - 1 . Therefore 

the cone containg the cubic is of the second degree.Such a cone can 

be drawn thru the vertex and any other five points.The twisted cubio 

is the intersection of any two such cones with a common generator. 

Every point of the twisted cubic is a point of each of the quadric 

cones circumscribing the cubio. 

dently five of the line are ed^es of this cone, But +his cone circum¬ 

scribes the cubic and thei^ore the other two lines are egges of the 

cone. 

Corailary: The lines of intersection of the planes 9„9.9t 999; 
1 1 Ï. *7 V S' 

This follows from the above theorem and Pascals theorem. 

16. If i system of quadrics have a common ci rve, the locus of the 

pole of a fixed plan.- is a twis^e J cubic. 

Let the system of quadrics be given by Ü A V and let 

P and Q be the polar planes of a fixed point with respect to U and V 

respectively. The polars of any three points A, A', A" are then 

P + K Q , p> + X Qf , P" 4 A Û* . If we eliminate X from these we must 

Now the cone containing a curve of the mth degree and 

If the vertex of the cone is at the seventh point evi¬ 

©„ 9.* He in one plane. 
7 6/ ^ 

p p* p* 
have each second order determinant of vanish 

Q Q' Q" 

. Now the intersection of surfaces represented by PQ'^QP' 
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PQ"— QPB is a curve of the fourth gegree , but this includes the 

right line P Q which is not part of the intersection of PQ"=QP" 

and P*Q"~ Q'P" • There is therefore only a curve of the third degree 

common to all and this is the desired twisted cubic. 

Theorem : The twisted cubic has no ^ouble points but it is pro^ect'b. 

onto any plane into a cubic having a double point. 

Consider the developable which is the envelope of the pàane 

at3 - 3b t^ + 3ct - d-0 . We get r -=.4 , m ~n =3 ,o.=|3=0 , x~y~0 

g-»h-l. For the meaning of these quantities see Salmon ,Geometry of 

Three Dimensions §329. 

The equatiop of the developable is the discriminant of the 

above or (ad - bc)^ = 4(b^ - ac)(c2 - bd). 

Any pair of the surfaces (ad - bo) , (b - ac) , (c6 - bd) 

evidently have a right line in common , while there is a cubic common 

to all three , which is a double line ofl the envelope. 

Hence since every plane contains one "line in two planes" 

the section of the developable by any plane has one double tangent; heno e 

thru any point one Cline can be drawn which meets the cubb twic«* and 

hence the cone whose vertex is at that point and circumscribes the curve 

has one double edge* 
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Part Two 

In part one of this paper I have discussed properties of the general V 

twisted cubic. In this section special properties of each of the types 

of twisted oubios will be discussed , beginning with the cubical hyperbola. 

Eefiniiion: we shall define the cubical hyperbola aj a twisted cubic 

whose three intersect! ns with the p an® at infinity are real and distinct. 

The asymptotes of the curve are the tangents at the three real infinity 

points. 

15. '"heorem: The equa+ion of the cylinder project!ng the twisted cubic 

ftorn a point at infinity on the cubic is of +he form (y - l)(z t 1) t h- 0 

Using oblique Cartesian coordinates the equations of the three 

asymptotes can be written 

y 4 b - Oj z 4* o = 0) x 4 a - 0 \ 
z-o-rOj x - a ^ 0 \ y - b - 0. » 

where, the three, lines lie along the edges of a parallelopiped whose 

faces are each parallel to two of the three lines and the origin is the 

center of the box* if furthemore we choose the units of measurements 

such that a -=h -c -1 these equations become 

y 4 1 - 0 ^ z 4 1 = 0 x 4 1 - 0 
z - 1 = 0 x - 1 =. 0 J y - 1 s 0 

Denote the asymptotes by &,, > <*3 • "he cylinder with its gen¬ 

erators parallel to fc. is uniquely determined by the conditions that 

is a generator and that the cylinder touches their infinity points, 

so that the planes thru parallel to V.are theSymptotic planes of 
A * 

the cylinder ( y - l)(z + 1) t kt 0 where k is to be determined 

from the remaining condition that *vis a generator* 

Substituting y tr -1 , z = 1 shows that k - 4 , hence the 

three circumscribing cylinders of the cubical hyperbola are 

yz + y- z43=.0 with axis at 
zx+z-xf3-0 " M ” 

xy 4 x - y + 3 - 0 « " " 

y - 1“ 0 , 2 4 1;0 
Z - 1-0 , X + lrO 
x - 1-0 , y 4 1;0. 
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Each pair of cylinders have as their common intersection the twisted 

cubic and a common generator which is the infinity line in one of the planes 

x,y,z. 
Corallary: The three asymptotic planes are iven by theequations 

y - z t ~ 0 , z-x42-=0,x-y*2~0 and are parallel to the line 

x -y -2. 
For the asymptotic plane thru touches the cylinder yz+y-z+Z— 0 

along and therefore has the equation y - z 4 2 = 0. 

Corallary: The three asymptotic planes form a triangular prism rith its 

edges parallel to the line x = yaz . 

Corallary: An} edge of the prism is cut by two asymptotes in two points 

whose distance apart is the same for all edges of the prism. 

Denote by (3, the three edges of the triangular prism of 

asymptotic planes and by the intersection of ^and/3 • 

The plane thru the three points <*3(p, is given by 

xty4z43,xo • JJJhe plane thru the three points 

is given by 2C4y4z-*'3=0. These two planes are parallel and therefore 

make equal intercepts on the three lines * 

Corallary : If the curve is placed so tha£ the plane xty4z~0is hor¬ 

izontal , then as y»e go cyclically around the prism from face to face the 

asymptotes all slope upwards or all alope downwards. 

Corallary : yaking any triangular prism and two arbitrary lines , one in 

each of two faces we can construct.a cubic 1 hyperbola with these lines 

as twoa asymptotes and the faces of the prism as asymptotic planes. 

rs: 
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The skew box and prism have been given completely in the diagram • 

Theorem : Any point on the cubical hyperbola is given by the symmetrical 

equations x- , y = * z~ where * v - 0 . 

From the equations of the circumscribing cylinders given in 

the previous theorem we obtain y = y^- , z = y ^ and if we 

write x — 1 - 29 the parametric equations become 

x - I - 29 ; y - ~ ; z =. ^ ■*—~ Now write -v y-- 0 

and let 9 » - These equations then reduce to the forms given in the 

theorem. 
Note: There is only one effective parameter. 

Corailary : The three infinity points are given by ^0 , ($ZC , Y-0 

Corallary: An involution of points on the cubioal hyperbola is represented 

by AW + B (3^3 4 CYTsO where the ratios A:B:C are arbitrary. 

This follows immediately from the equation of the involution 

of points on the general cubic e. g. from A’99* 4 B'(9 + 9') 4 C'= 0, by 

substituting 9 = - (V^and remembering that * 4 (3 ^ = o. 

Corallary: The coordinates of the tangent at the point are given 

\ pV" rV' O 

by 1 <*— viif. \ J I t*. rs v 

For 
dy =    .. ..yVP* 
dZ ^ . «•««. ..... y "*• 

Definition : A vertex of a cubical hyperbola is define» as a finite 

point of the curve at which the tangen* is parallel to an asymptotic plane. 

Theorem: The vertices of the cubic 1 hyperbola are three points cn +h~ 

curve such that each is the harmonic conjugate of its infinity point with 

regard to the other two infinity points. 

If the tangent at ^ ,v) is parallel to the asymptotic 

plane y - z t 2* 0 then dy*«*s dz or and therefore either 

(1) tf“*-0 and equivehtly p+v*= o giving an infinity point 

the tangent at which lies in the asymptotic plane or 

(2) A - Y-s 0 giving the point with coordinates (0,3,-3) 

dx _ -.«4r 
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v—w. v ■+ (* _ y -vy-v v 
for y =r ~ ç, —~ 3 . Now the value of the 

parameter Ô fpr this poiftt is £ and therefore this vertex is the harmonic 

conjugate of the infinity point on the asymptote K j with regard to the oth¬ 

er infinity points* 

Coral-ary: The three vertioes of the cubical hyperbola have coordinates 

(0,3,-3) , (-3,0,3) , and (3,-3,0). 

Definition: The oentral plane is the plane thru the vertices; its equa¬ 

tion is obviously x 4 y v 2 -0. 

Definition: The centre is the pole of the central plane with respect to 

the screw containing the tangents. 

Definition: The axis of the curv is the line thru the centre parallel 

to the asymptotic planes and its equation is therefore x= y-z. 

Theorem: Any plane cuts the edges of the triangular prism forned by the 

asymptotic plane-- in three points whose centroid lies on the axis. 

The proof of *this theorem is direct i.e. consists in finding 

the intersections of an arbitrary plane with the three edges (3,|3^,p^and 

the axis, and will therefore not be given. 

Corailary: The centroids of the two triangular faces of th- prism are the 

remaining a or nags two corners of the skew box not lying on the asymptotes. 

For the centroid of the three points *^3^1 ,v»(\ has ooordintates 

(-1,-1,-D. 
Theorem: The coordinates of the osculating plane at a .y point are given 

*3 5 *5 
parametrically by X:Y:Z:Trc K :p : r : (p+ Y ) (V- «*)(«■- £>) 

Now the polar plane of any point Pt with respect to the screw 

containing the tangents is given by(y-zt+2)x 4(z-x42)y4 (x-y^+DjztSC^+yi+z^) = 0 

If Pvis the point (^,p,Y") of the curve the polar plane is the 

osculating plane at P, and its equation reduces to 
^ ^ 3 

*Cx*^> y 4 Y z (f - Y ) (Y- **) (*- p ) = 0. 

Corailary: The csculatinb planes at the vertices have equations 

-8x + y + z = 0 , x - 8y + z = 0, x 4 y - 8z = 0 . 
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Projection of Twisted Cubic on Central plane 
\ _ 

take as the equations of the cubi¬ 

cal hyperbola x - 1-20 , y= 9 

0 + 1 ^ • 
z = -   and let 0 increase 

y ■* I • 

from -o° to w . Now when 0 = -00the 

point is the infinity point on(x^ ; as 0 

increases to the value -1 the point 

moves along the curve until it comes 

to the vertex î and as 0 increases 

to the value 0 the point goes off to 

infinity parallel to GC* • This gives one 

branch of the curve. As 0 increases from 

0 to 1 , the point describes another brandh which contains the vertex 

( for which 0 = £ ) and has ,# as asymptotes. As 0 increases from 1 to 

infinity the point describes a third branch which contains the vertex V_ 

(for which 0 = 2) and hast£,ec, as asymptotes. 

Each of the branches is associtated with one of the ^variables 

thus the x branch passes thru and hast**, ^as asymptotes and so on. 

Theorem: The locus of the middle prints of chords of the cubical hyperbola 

is the cubic surface xyz -Vx + y + z^O. 

This theorem is proved by writing the coordinates of the mid point 

int terms of the symmetrical parameters (<X,(S,\r ) and *') and show¬ 

ing that the resulting x , y , z satifify the equation of the surface given. 

Corailary ; This surface necessarily con+ains the curve. 

For the mid point of an indefinitely short chord lies on t|ie 

twisted cubic and also on this surface. 

Definition: Thid surface has nine real generators namely the three asymp¬ 

totes , three cylinder a^es and the three line- joining the centre to the 

vertices.Each of the nine lines is the locus of a system of chords of tit 

cubic and may be calle i a diameter of the curvej the name diameter is how— 
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usually restricted +o +he three lines joining the centre to the verticei 

Theorem: The ends of the chords bisected by any diameter are companion 

points in a system of points in involution. 

The conditions y - 1 = 0 , z -t Iso , that the middle point of 

the chord («,(>, ,r) lie on v, yieldd the involution4^^- 0 

or equivalently 1/9 4 1/9' -2 = 0. 

Theorem: Associated with any cubical hyperbola is another cubical hyper¬ 

bola which is the reflection of the first in its own centre. 

By changing the signs of the coordinates x,y,z the parametrio 

equations of this reflection are x c ~ , y = - % 

Corallary : A cubical hyperbola and its conjugate hAve in common the cen- ‘ 

tre, the central plane, the central axis, the true diameters, the oscula¬ 

ting planes at the vertices, the cubic surface locus cf the Biddle points 

of chords. 

Theorem: Any plane cuts t,h~ cubical hyperbola and its asymptotes in two 

trianbles with the same centroid 

The plane Ax 4 By 4 Cz + D - 0 cuts the curve in three points- 

whose parameters 9, , 9,93are roots of the cubio 

A(1 - 29) t B -2=2 t C fîj + D **0 from which ©,+©4©^ 3A E. c-+ D_ 
2A 

Hence if x,y,z are the coordinates of the centroid then we can write 

, . B - 0 - D 
3x = 3 - 2 (9, t ©v4 9, ) = -    

3y 
q-o. 

*>« 

4- + *l£>J 

3z 

C * A - D 

B 

A - B J 
0 

Now the plane meets the asymptotes in thepoints (B ~ *-1,1) , 

-■ *-A " — ,-l) , (-1,1, — -   )î whose centroid is the same as the 
wB c 

centroid of three points in whioh the plane cuts the hyperbola» 

Corallary: The osculating plane at anja point P of the curv~ cuts the asymp¬ 

totes in three points whose centoid is at P 
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Corailary: The centroi l locus is chord, of th^ t isted cubic which is 

th- common curve of the three cylinders 3yz -y + z + lr.0, 

3x*. - z + x ♦ lr 0 , 3xy - x + y 4 IrO. 

The centroid whose coordinates are given above satisfies 

3yz - y + z 4 1 = 0 if D2 a A2 4 B2 C2 - 2BC - 3CA - SAB. 

The oentfoids for the two planes given by these values of D 

lie on each of the cylinders given in the theorem. 

Coraliary: The twisted cubic which is the centroid locus is sirrilar to, 

similarly situated and conoentric with the conjugate cubical hyperbola, 

an is one third its linear dimensions . 

Solving the above equations gives this result immediately. 

Theorem: If P is the common point of three planes , each thuru the inter¬ 

section of a variable line Xwith a fixed arbitrary line V,, parallel to'two 

other arbitrary lines Yxand also met by X , then the locus of P as A 

varies is a cubical hyperbola, the given lines V, being the axes of the 

cylinders circumscribing th- cubic. 

Choose the axes so that , , aare given by the equations 

y - IsO 
z + 1 mO 

z - 1~ 0 
X + lr 0 

x - l- 0 
y -v 1 - 0 then the three 

points , one on each of these lines with coordinates (x’,1,-1) (-l,y’,l) 

(1,-1,a') are collinear if -1 

y'z' 4 y' - z' 4 3=0 
z'x' + z* - x1 +3=0 

x« y • 4 x' - y ' +3-0. 

1 
y' 
-i 

-i 
i 

il 
:0 or that is if 

But the three planes have equations x - x* -^0 ,y-y’-0,z - zte0 

and hence their common point.is x'y'z* and its locus is the cubical hyper¬ 

bola 
Eefiniti n: A cubical hyperbola is called equilateral when the e es of 

the skew box derived from it.s asymptotes are equal. 

Definition: A cubical hyperbola is equiangular when the angles betwe=n 

th; asympto+es are all equal. 
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Cubic il Hyperbolic Par bola 

Theprem: The cubical hype^bi lie parabola hao eiua+ions iven by 
>3 £ 

, y * 9 , a;9 where &c.is a constant rnd 9 par ureter, x- © 
© -K. 

For proof of this7see Cremona (Annali di Matematica ...Roma 

May 1858, Sept. 1858 , Jan 1858 , July 1858. 

Corull&ry: The hyperbolic parabola has for its circumscribing, parabolic 

cylinder - y - 0. 

Corallary: The hype^tolic cylin itr passing thru the curve has the equation 

xz - yz -*cx - 0. 

Corallary: The yz plane is an oecula+ing plane. 

Corallary: The plane xz is t indent at the origin and parallel to the 

parabolic cylind r. 

Corallary: The plane yz'is parallel to the two cylinders which pass 

thru the curve. 

Corallary: The curve is eonposed of +wo infinite branches each one of 

which has an arm wmihout an asymptote; the two other arris have a comiron 

asyi ptote which is a generator of +he parabolic cylinder. 

Theorem: The hyperbolic para ola can also be constructed from the e iua- 
e3 

tio .s x — -r—— , y = 9 - v. , z Q 
Corallary: The hyj.er olio cylinder containing the curve is yz -tK-0. 

Theorem: The hyperbolic par bola is the edge of regression cf a devel¬ 

op], able surface which as cut in hyperbolas by its tangent planes. 

Cubical Ellipse , _x 
8 ” 

Theorem : The cubical ellipse is gi„en by ^ $ 
2— %=. 

> * 

_0_ 

Corallary: The elation of +he elliptic cylinder which lasses thru the 
X. fi 

curue is y(l - y) - be zw =■ 0. 

Corallary :The yz plane is an oscula'ing plane, 

0oralla**y: The xz p-ane is tan, en+ at the rtigin and parallel to cylin 1er. 

Corallary: The xy plane is tan^en* at infinity. 


